Battlefield: Creating a Place for People

Introduction
What is the Battlefield Street
Design Project?
Sustrans Scotland and Glasgow City Council
are working together with everyone who has an
interest in Battlefield to improve the quality of
the public spaces and transform the character
of the area, putting people rather than motor
vehicles at its heart.

Where did the project come from?
Concern over the impact of the Old Victoria
Hospital development and as part of a 2017
consultation on improvements to the Battlefield
Rest, the community asked the council to review
and improve the centre of Battlefield and include
the wider area with greater public involvement.
Since summer 2018 Sustrans Scotland has
partnered with Glasgow City Council in engaging
the wider community to develop concept
designs for what the area could look like.

What are we aiming to achieve?
We aim to:
•Support the creation of a warm and
welcoming centre for residents and visitors in
Battlefield to access local facilities
•Ensure designs for Battlefield and its
connections are inclusive and supportive
for people of all ages and abilities
•Create opportunities to socialise, have fun,
play, and relax by generating more pleasant
public space for the people of Battlefield
•Improve travel experiences through Battlefield,
ensuring there are safer and easier
connecting routes to key destinations

Project Overview
Project design principles

Based on the aims set out by Glasgow City Council, the community groups, councillors and
community feedback, we produced our concept designs based on the following principles:
Reduce Traffic Speed and Volume

Improving the Public Realm

Encouraging people to stop and spend more time in Battlefield
was very important to the community. Creating space for more
greenery, less cluttered pavements and places to sit, socialise and
spend time became a focus of our designs.

Community feedback and our data surveys have shown that the
volume and speed of traffic in Battlefield is high and could make
some people feel unsafe and unpleasant, particularly at junctions.
Our designs aim to reduce the volume and speed of traffic to
provide opportunities for people to travel safely and easily by
different modes of transport.

Making it Feel Safer

Many people fed back that because of the traffic it did not feel
safe to cross roads in the area or move around Battlefield junction.
Our designs aim to reduce this feeling for all who visit and use the
area.

Improving Connectivity
Connecting Battlefield to Glasgow and other parts of the city was
important to the community and local authority. Therefore we have
created a link to the South City Way for people on foot and on
bikes, whilst ensuring people can easily access buses throughout
the area.

Prioritising People over Vehicles
Feedback from the community said that the area currently
prioritises vehicle movement over people. This made the space
feel unsafe, more polluted and less pleasant to be in. We want to
help create a better balance for all street and road users.

Below is a summary of some of the key
engagement activities we have done to get
feedback on our work with the community
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Thank you!
The Sustrans Street Design team and Glasgow city Council would like to thank the
following groups who have been involved throughout the project:
•Langside, Battlefield & Camphill Community Council
•Mount Florida Community Council
•Battlefield Working Group
•Carment Community Group
•Residents of Battlefield and the wider area
•Local businesses
•Sanctuary Housing
•The New Victoria Hospital
•Local ward councillors
•Strathclyde Partnership for Transport
•Glasgow Access Panel (GAP)
•Disability Equality Scotland
•NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde
•Glasgow Life - Health Walks
•Scottish Youth Parliament
•Police Scotland

•Battlefield Community Project
•Langside Community Heritage
•Battlefield Primary School
•Glasgow Clyde College Langside Campus
•Shawlands Academy
•Sinclair Nursery
•Langside Library Book Bug Baby group
•Saint Helen’s Langside Church
•Go Bike
•Soul Riders Scotland
•Free Wheel North
•Bike for Good Community Hub
•Friends of Queen’s Park
•Queen’s Park Bowling and Tennis Club
•Finn’s Place
•Gateway Residents Association

Thank you to the following organisations who have helped us with the events:
•Langside Parish Church
•Langside Library
•Coffeescene
•Queen’s Park Bowling Club
•South Glasgow Heritage Environment Trust

•John Linton Photography
•Sandy Gilmour Photography
•Bike for Good Community Hub

We communicated with you in many ways over the year:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Steering Group
Project Design Group
Local press
On-street promotion
Project website and social media
Public sessions and on street events
Community meetings
Information displays at public venues
Letters and leaflets to households and businesses
School bag drops

What the Public told us
Discover Stage Findings
The Battlefield Street Design ‘Discover stage’ launched on the 4th
September 2018 where the team held a public drop-in event at
Langside Library and the project website went live for a month. The
public were invited to leave their comments online and in person on
how they would improve Battlefield and the wider area.
Below are some of the top concerns which were highlighted across
the study area:
• Not pedestrian friendly
• Not cycle friendly
• Feels unsafe
• Unwelcoming
• Cluttered
• Too much litter
Opposite is a word cloud created from the public responses when
asked ‘What issue would you like to address to improve the area?’
The bar chart below shows the results in further detail.
The feedback collected helped develop the initial concept design
for the area.

1,973
visitors to the project
website in September
2018 during the
Discover Stage

445
comments from
the public through
the website and at
events about what
they want to see

Amount of comments

Comments from the public during the Discover stage:
“Would be great to make
this area less traffic focused
and more of a social space.
Currently feels as though
Battlefields’ Community
activities are currently
dispersed around a traffic
island, where that traffic is
passing right through...”

“Need to consider the
elderly members of the
community and routes to
buses. Any design needs
to consider bus routes
and access to bus for
elderly”

“Would love to see
some reclaimed space
for pedestrians, and
incentives for people
to use public transport
or walk.”

“Not pedestrian
friendly. Not
cycle friendly.
Too much litter.
Feels unsafe”

“I worry about the children
with asthma walking during
peak traffic flow times...
Glasgow’s air quality was
recently found to be worse
than London’s. 40,000
early deaths were due to
air pollution in the UK last
year.”

“Businesses here need
passing trade, but residents
also need to park. Providing
daytime spaces with short
time limits, perhaps even a
loading bay for daytime use,
and more use of space for
residential parking.“

“Cars are here until
there are better
alternatives. New
developments parking
is poor due to poor
planning. Public
transport needs
improved.”

“Not enough
bike lanes; too
many people
cycling on
pavements”

What we found out
The routes you walk and cycle

Gathering data

At the beginning and throughout this project we have
collected a large amount of data to better understand how
people currently use the space in Battlefield. We conducted:
•A Public Life Study
•Street surveys
•Business surveys
•Video manual counts
•Traffic speed and volume counts
•Parking counts
•Automatic Number Plate Recognition counts
Battlefield Rest

Here are some of the highlights of what we found

How people travel to shops vs how shops think people travel
4 in 5 people

walk to the shops,
but retailers think
fewer than 2 in 5
do

The Battlefield junction is very well used by people
not in vehicles, but they still need to navigate the
roads on a very busy junction.

Almost
80% of
vehicular traffic
in the Battlefield
area just passes
through

The graph above highlights how on-street survey respondents
travelled to the shops (shoppers) vs how retailers thought people
travelled to the shops. Most people in the area walk to the shops
whereas retailers think most people drive.

An
estimated

1,074,253

people cross
Battlefield
Junction a
year

What
does
the
traffic
do?
We conducted an Automatic Number Plate Recognition
study which helps us to understand where the main traffic
flows are throughout Battlefield. We found out from the
diagram below that the main entry and exit points for
Battlefield were around the Monument, Grange Road,
Battlefield Road and Holmlea Road.
Monument IN

Monument OUT

Barriers to cycling
An
estimated

101,641

cyclists use
Battlefield Road and
Grange Road a
year

The graph on the right shows us what people
on the street feel prevents them from wanting
to cycle in Battlefield. In our Glasgow Bike Life
study it was estimated that 54% of people
want to cycle more so making improvements to
barriers could help facilitate that.

Sinclair Dr. IN

Holmlea Rd IN

Sinclair Dr. OUT

Holmlea Rd OUT

Battlefield Rd OUT
Battlefield Rd IN

Prospecthill Rd IN

Grange Rd IN

Prospecthill Rd OUT

Grange Rd OUT

Battlefield Rest
What we aim to achieve

• Create a pleasant public space within this historic centre for people to spend time in
and feel comfortable, happy and safe and have the opportunity for play, relaxation and
socialising.
• Support Battlefield to create its own historic town centre identity to unify the existing
area with the new development residents, shops and local facilities
• Create a simpler and safer junction to navigate as a person travelling through or within
the area
• Improve the bus travel experience through the area and retain current bus routes

Uni-directional cycle
lanes

• Create the opportunity for more resident parking by creating space on Prospecthill Road

Key

Pavement
Public realm
Cycle lane

Combined bus stops
on floating bus islands
with large bus shelters
and real-time bus
information

Large public space
with opportunity
for green space,
benches etc including
loading space to be
developed further**

Pedestrian refuge island
Crossing
Bus stop
Loading bay
Parking
Potential tree or greenery *

Potential for another
36 parking spaces up
Prospecthill Road

Potential grass or greenery *
Car/Bus
*All placemaking/greenery elements are only indicative at this stage
to give an idea of how the space could potentially be used

Pedestrian
refuge island

Fire gate at
the end of
Prospecthill
Road

Light controlled crossings

“Pleased that
improvements are
being considered
to improve safety
in this area.”

“Nicer flow of
traffic, Rest
area feels
more open”

Public responses to Battlefield Rest design
Very
positive

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Very
negative

Continuous
footway**

“Good increase in
public space. Need to
make sure pedestrian
crossings are
considered for Sinclair
Drive junction.”
“Much better
focus on people
and how they use
this area rather
than focusing on
car use.”

The design of how
this junction will look
and work is to be
developed further over
the next year**

**All design elements including Prospecthill Road and
public realm contents to be reviewed and developed
further during the detailed design phase.

Battlefield Road
What we aim to achieve

• Make it easy, comfortable and safe for people of all ages and abilities to access the local facilities via all
modes of transport
• Create a town centre identity for the area, with more pleasant public space and fewer obstacles and clutter
• To improve the travel experience for all by creating better crossings, new segregated cycle lanes and
designated bus islands
• Retain parking capacity based on current usage, and create the opportunity for parking spaces on Prospecthill
Road

Continuous footway**

More safe places to cross
the road

66 parking spaces
retained on Battlefield
Road

More safe places to cross
the road

Uni-directional cycle
lanes

Placemaking opportunity
with wider footpaths

Placemaking opportunity
with wider footpath
568

Key

Pavement
Public realm

Bus stops on floating
bus islands with large
bus shelters and realtime bus information

Continuous footway**

Cycle lane
Pedestrian refuge island
Crossing
Bus stop
Loading bay
Parking

Potential tree or greenery*
Potential grass or greenery *
Car/Bus
*All placemaking/greenery elements are only indicative at this stage
to give an idea of how the space could potentially be used

**All design elements
including footways to be
reviewed and developed
further during the detailed
design phase.

“Makes this area more
attractive. Increases
footfall to local shops.
Who rely heavily
on match/college
custom”

“Like the cycle lane,
however concerns
that going from 4 to 2
lanes will make area
more congested. Also
no dedicated bus
lane makes bus less
attractive.”

“Improves area for
pedestrians/bikes.
Currently feels
cramped, a bit dirty
and packed with
traffic.”

Public responses to Battlefield Road design
Very
positive

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Very
negative

Grange Road, Langside Road & Queens Drive
What we aim to achieve

• Make it easy, comfortable and safe for people of all
ages and abilities to travel to and from Battlefield via
all modes of transport
• To improve the travel experience for all by creating
better crossings, new segregated cycle lanes and
designated bus islands
• Ensure there is a safe and easy connection to the
cycle paths of the South City Way for local residents
travelling to and from Glasgow
• Retain the opportunity to access the park and hospital
by car with parking on Prospecthill Road and Queens
Drive

Narrowed junction
with safer crossing
points for people to
get across the road

Floating bus islands
with bus shelters
and real-time bus
information

Key

Pavement
New pedestrian refuge
island

Public realm
Cycle lane
Pedestrian refuge island
Crossing
Crossing(light controlled)

Uni-directional cycle
lanes

Bus stop
Crossing
Loading (no
baylight controls)

Parking
Potential tree or greenery*
*All placemaking/greenery elements are only indicative at this stage
to give an idea of how the space could potentially be used

**All design elements including parking
and junctions to be reviewed and
developed further during the detailed
design phase.

The design of how
these junctions will
look and work is to be
developed further over
the next year**

New pedestrian refuge
island

Floating bus island with
bus shelters and realtime bus information
moved north of the
junction

“Segregated
cycleways here
are good. They
also form a barrier
between cars and
pedestrians on the
pavement.”

“I think the pedestrian
island to help access
to the park from the
bowling club is a great
idea. PLEASE can we
have something like that
across Queens Drive.”

Grange Road parking can be
accommodated on Prospecthill
Road if moved**

Grange Road

Public responses to Grange Road design
Very
positive

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Langside Road

Light controlled
pedestrian crossing

Very
negative

“Ultimately this would be my
ideal, wider pavement, cycle
lane and priority not given
to car parking, however
my pragmatic side says
we have to provide some
parking space so that people
with mobility problems can
access the park.”

Public responses to Langside Road design
Very
positive

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Very
negative

Placemaking + Cultural Heritage
Placemaking in Battlefield

The placemaking and cultural heritage
elements of the project will be progressed
further through the developed and detail
design stages. For the concept design
stage, after listening to your comments
regarding placemaking and meeting with the
Cultural Heritage Working group, we have
put together some ideas for what could be
included in the space.

“Trees and possibly
some of the above
(benches, bins, cycle
parking, art). Important
that it continues to
be looked after once
developed.”

“Possibility for an
outdoor summer
kiosk/business
opportunity/popup shop. Trees &
art & benches a
plus.”

“Trees, plants,
community
growing
boxes”

Battlefield Road
The area between the Rest to
Mount Florida corner is the
placemaking focus for the project.
As seen on the adjacent map,
we identified different areas for
different types of placemaking.
The developed design can
develop on this and should aim
to create a sense of cohesion and
continuity down the road, creating
a town centre feel.
Improving the layout of the
pavements along Battlefield Road
will improve the street environment
and make it more inviting for people
to spend time in. Pavements should
be free of clutter and designed with
a “zoned” approach. The diagrams
to the right example of how
different widths of pavements can
be effectively used.

3.5m-5.1m pavement width

200mm
min
frontage

500mm min for 300mm
furniture
kerb
(lighting, bins,
utility boxes)

2500mm minimum for pedestrians

cycle track

5.2-6m pavement width

1800mm minimum for frontage if
including cafe seating

2500mm minimum for pedestrians

500mm min for 300mm
furniture, and kerb
min 800mm for
seating and
planting

cycle track

6m+ pavement width

1800mm minimum for frontage if including
cafe seating

3000mm minimum for pedestrians

1000mm min for furniture
including seating, and
planting including trees

300mm
kerb

cycle track

Greening
Comments regarding placemaking reflected a
strong desire to see more trees and planting
in the area, with 66% of comments on the
Rest, 64% on Battlefield Road, and 78% for
Mount Florida corner proposing trees and/
or more greenery. In addition to improving
the feel of an area, greenery provides
several environmental benefits to the urban
environment, and to people’s health and wellbeing. In addition to trees, there are other
ways to integrate planting and greening into
the area:

Planting on bus stop
shelters integrates
greenery and life
into otherwise overly
functional pieces of
street furniture.

The cycle track
buffer can have low
maintenance, salt
resistant planting,
creating a green
separation between
people and vehicles.

Planting beds can
be adopted by
volunteer residents
and used as
community gardens
or even edible
gardens.

Placemaking + Cultural Heritage
Enhancing Identity

Placemaking can help create
a visual identity for a place by
building on the local context
of the area. In Battlefield there
a number of facets of identity
stemming from the many rich
layers of history and culture.
Bringing these elements into
the built environment can help
to create a town centre feel to
the area.

Identity Infrastructure
Functional elements of the street
infrastructure can be a canvas for
incorporating visual motifs or themes.
As these infrastructure elements repeat
along the street, it creates continuity
through the area. Elements such as
central islands, crossings, paving, and
street furniture can be embellished
with a motif or “logo” for the area. In
the context of Battlefield, the motif
could come from the patterns on the
Monument or other historical designs.

Mural

Recreating a historic
building facade

Central islands

Creative crossings

Paving details

Street furniture

History

Combining history
with contemporary

Interpretive history
signage

History etched in
tree pits

History etched in
stones

Historic map,
images, or timeline

Seating and
parklets

Planters

Cycle parking

Cafe seating*

Street Furniture

Comments mentioned
bins, seating, planters,
and cycle parking for the
area. Street furniture can
be visually interesting
and contextually relevant,
adding to the identity of
the place.

More bins

*Seating would not provided to
businesses as part of this project

Stories/Poetry

Wayfinding + Langside Trail

Poetry in paving

Wayfinding in
paving

Trail app and audio/
video walks

Interpretive trail
signage

Small wayfinding
symbols

Community notice
board

Urban play

Art

Bicycle hire

Stories in seating

Other Ideas
Placemaking is not just
about the public realm,
and some comments
included additional ideas
for enhancing meaningful
activities, culture, stories,
and uses of the area.

Augmented Reality
app for local history

Next Steps
End of the Sustrans Street Design Input

After the event on the 23 July 2019 Sustrans
Street Design team will collate all of the
information, design work and community feedback
into a handover report.
This report will detail the process we have
been through to develop concept designs
for Battlefield and will highlight what needs
developing further.
This will all be handed over to Glasgow City
Council who have worked with us in partnership
over the last year.

...But it doesn’t end there

Handover to Glasgow City Council

Glasgow City Council will use the concept
designs and handover report to create
detailed designs for Battlefield over the next
year. They are also considering trialling some of
the options to assess the benefits and impacts
of the designs.
The council is currently applying to the Sustrans
Places for Everyone funding stream to take this
work forward.

Recommendations for Next steps

Through our design work we have had input from a wide variety of stakeholders. This input has
helped mould the designs to what you see here today, however this is not the finished product.
Below are some recommendations based on this feedback to develop the overall project further.

Use an
experimental Traffic
Regulation Order on
Langside Road to install
trial cycle lanes to see the
benefits in safety this
could have for people
on bikes

Continue traffic
modelling to develop
the detail around
the operation of
Battlefield junction

Explore options
for developing the
Monument area further
as its own stand alone
project over the next
year

Trial
the closure
of Prospecthill Road
to see the benefits this
could bring to residents
in terms of reduced traffic,
reduced noise and air
pollution, improvements
for roads users and
potential parking
creation

Continued
community
involvement
throughout
the design
development

Start
to implement
some of the
behaviour change
Visible
recommendations
ondeveloped by our Project
street bike
Officer to encourage
parking
more active travel
including:
Promote
bike-hire
schemes
Community
Skill
challenges
sessions
for all age
groups
Secure
bike
storage

Street design@sustrans.org.uk
@SustransScotland
@SustransScot

